Pre-meeting: Generational Info

**Generation Z:**

- Digital Natives
- 24/7 contact via social media
- Believe tech can solve problems and is most relevant means of accessing information (watch a video vs read)
- Find info but don’t evaluate it
- Appreciate diversity
- Email is their snail mail

- Fast delivery of context with graphics
- Kinesthetic, experiential, hands on learners – poor tolerance and attention for “watching”
- Instant gratification – immediate attention “Instant Feedback”
- Clear goals, consistent rewards, but do like to be challenged
- Need learning delivered in smaller chunks due to short attention span – are not used to doing one thing at a time
- Problem solving is long, tedious, and boring – want quick fix
- Team work, small groups – want options
- Want a voice in how they learn – will be more reflective this way and independent